Abstract-In this paper, bi-directional traffic between two nodes communicating via a relay node is considered. A novel relaying method based on joint data packet encoding in conjunction with exploitation of a priori known information is presented. Moreover, a specially crafted method for combining of the direct and relayed radio signal is suggested. The proposed scheme enables a reduced number of transmissions, whereby enhancing aggregate throughput. Evaluation, where optimal power and rate settings are derived, shows that the proposed method enhances the throughput up to 33% as compared to a (traditional) fourphase bi-directional protocol under a system energy constraint, both with and without the proposed combining method.
INTRODUCTION
Relaying is a hot research area [1] and often envisioned to enable range-rate enhancements of future cellular systems. A basic research challenge is to design more efficient relay schemes than state-of-the-art methods. Here, the focus is on a two-hop bi-directional communication case.
The examined scenario is illustrated in Fig. la1 , where the end nodes v1 and v2 act as both traffic sources and sinks, and V3 operates as an intermediate relay node. A desirable goal is to maximize the sum-rate between the end nodes.
In this paper, a novel relaying technique denoted coded bidirectional relaying (CBR) is presented2. In short, it relies on joint packet encoding and exploitation of previously transmitted and stored information that leads to a reduced number of transmissions. The proposed scheme is benchmarked against a traditional bi-directional relaying (TBR) method based on four communication phases (Fig. lb) , with and without combining between the relayed and the direct signal. To evaluate the performance, the power and rate allocations that maximize the sum-rate subject to a system energy constraint are derived. It is found that CBR (both with and without combining) offers a sum-rate gain of up to 4/3 as compared to TBR.
II. CODED BI-DIRECTIONAL RELAYING
In the following, a more efficient relaying solution than the TBR scheme is introduced. The guiding observations towards 1 Notation in Fig I is defined in section III. 2 First introduced as a presentation at ADHOC05 [2] End node v1 Link 1 Relay node v3 Briefly, the core idea is to jointly encode the data from v1 and v2 in v3. When the end nodes v1 and v2 receives the jointly encoded data, each exploit a priori information of its originally transmitted (i.e. previously stored) data to retrieve the information from the other end node, see Fig. 1 c. composite packet, and if successful, a bit-wise XOR operation of the composite packet D3 and the a priori information D1 (D2) is performed to retrieve D2 (D1 ).5 As a result, CBR uses one transmission less than TBR, while conveying the same amount of data.
In practice, many different design choices for the packet exchange exist. Some examples are now discussed. For instance, one may follow the strict packet exchange illustrated in Fig. 1 c. In this case, each end node implicitly knows when to decode a composite packet and which a priori information to use. While this requires no extra per packet overhead, the packet size (or equivalent) of the shortest packet must be communicated to allow it to be extracted from a composite packet. Alternatively, if such a strict packet exchange is not followed, i.e. the three phases may be distributed over time, flow identifiers and sequence numbers are potentially required for composite packet decoding.
In the above, the direct signals, i.e. v1 -> v2 and v2 > v1, are not exploited. Yet, in 2-hop relaying, like CBR, the direct signal and the relayed signal may be combined at the end nodes, i.e. analogous to support of Incremental Redundancy (IR) and Chase Combining (CC). For IR, in contrast to CC, the relay produces new redundancy bits, i.e. different from those in the direct signal. Here, we will focus on the chase combining variant. First, a node will first receive a direct signal from the other end node, and subsequently a composite data packet from the relay node. For both packets, soft information bits can be produced in the decoding procedure, where the composite packets bits are compensated by the a priori known transmitted information. When the decoder operates with log likelihood ratios (LLR), this compensation will be a bit-flipping if the LLR sign of a composite packet bit differ from the sign of the corresponding a priori information bit. Hence, the LLR values will not be altered in magnitude, but occasionally with respect to sign. The resulting composite packet, compensated for the a priori information, is then added with the corresponding bits for the direct signal. The result in the end is the performance of maximum ratio combining, and that fact will be used in the analysis to include the CBR chase combining version.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the following, the proposed scheme and the traditional four-phase protocol are analyzed and compared in terms of Shannon capacity bounds of the maximum sum-rate capacity under an aggregate energy constraint E .
Nodes v1 and v2 generate data packets of sizes LI and L2 bits respectively, each designated for the other node. In CBR, the relay node v3 forwards the composite packet having L3 =max{LI, L2} bits (any overhead is omitted in the analysis).
The scheduled node transmits with power Pi > 0 in time slot Si, i = 1,2,3 . For analytical simplicity, the channels are assumed to be flat and reciprocal6. Further, i.i.d. additive white Gaussian noise nk (and interference) with variance U2 iS added at reception. The channel gain to noise ratio is here denoted Go, G1, and G2, between v1 X V2 S V1-V3 and V2 -V3, respectively. Finally, all time slots are given an equal share of the total and arbitrary communication time T. First, each transmission time (i.e. the number of bits transferred divided by the Shannon capacity) is,
(1 C) where B is the bandwidth, and the rates R1 and R2are the rates at which the receiving nodes v2 and v1 can successfully decode data. Since combining is used, those rates are determined by the sum signal to noise ratio experienced from both the direct and the relayed transmission.
The right hand of (1c) deserves some brief comments. It represents the time it takes to transmit from v3, and it is determined by the longest data packet, hence the max operator in the nominator, but also the lowest rate that either v1 and v2 can decode data, therefore the min operator in the denominator.
The rates based on direct and relay signal combining are
where the summation of SNRs in (2a) and (2b) respectively, is due to the combining of the direct and the relayed signal according to the method described earlier.
The overall energy constraint for CBR may be expressed (PI +P2+jP3)13 = P
where P = E/T and P is the average power. The, parameter to optimize is the sum-rate, defined as
Now, the transmit powers Pi and the message size Lk (or equivalently the end-to-end rates) that maximizes (4) are sought. Without loss of generality, and to simplify the analysis, it is further assumed that link l and 2 are defined such G1 < G2 .
First, the rate in (4) may be expressed in P1 and P2 through (la) and (Ib) as
Next, (la), (lb), (2a) and (2b) are inserted into (ic), resulting in the condition min{PjG0 + P3G2, P2GO + P3G1I}= max{PjGI 'P2G2}
In (6), it is noted that both the left and the right hand sides contains two conditions each, i.e. in all four different conditions. Considering the conditions in (6) together with (1)- (3) , one may maximize (5 Combining the results in (13) with (15a) and (15b) yields the optimum four-phase rate as Fig. 2 The border where equality of (19) is fulfilled is drawn as a dashed line in Fig. 3 , where CBR is used to the upper right of the dashed line. Mathematically, it is straightforward to show that the condition in (19) is always true when F, = F, . This means that the results (7)-(9) for CBR are always valid in practice since they are valid for F > FrO and direct communication should be used otherwise.
It can be concluded that for high values of both F, and F2, the performance is identical to Fig. 4 , i.e. upper limited to 33%.
In the low SNR region for F, and F2, and close to F, it is noted that there are permitted regions where the performance gain of CBR over TBR is not as high as without combining. Hence, in the low SNR region, combining yields greater improvement for TBR, but never enough to perform better than CBR. If this holds also for the general case, i.e. with arbitrary transmit durations, is subject for further studies.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the focus has been on a specific scenario (bidirectional two-hop communication). Yet, it is recognized that several amendments could be added to the core idea, such as:
Bi-directional multihop communication: The idea may be applied for a large number of nodes forwarding a large number of packets. Since every relayed transmission carries two packets, one in each direction, the relative throughput gain is upper bounded to I100% as the number of hops increases.
Cooperative relaying: The proposed scheme may also be combined with cooperative relaying (CR), e.g. [1] and [5] . The notion of CR is to allow a signal to be sent over multiple parallel communication paths, each including a relay node, to achieve diversity, beam-forming, spatial multiplexing and/or coding gains. A clear cut way of extending CBR to CR is to only allow relays that have received both transmissions to encode and send the composite (data) packet.
Power and rate optimized CBR, first presented at ADHOC05 [2] , has (during its development) been recognized to fall in the area of Network Coding (NC) [3] , and may specifically be seen as a revised case of the renowned NC example in [3] . Nevertheless, while traditional NC research typically targets multicasting and wireline communication, less focus has been put on supporting unicast and wireless communication. To the best of our knowledge, our work together with an independent work by Wu et al [4] , represent the first works addressing NC in a wireless relaying context. Although this paper and [4] in essence present the same core idea, they differ in a number of ways. Whereas [4] focuses on deriving upper bounds on achievable throughput as well as protocol characteristics based on simplified (graph theoretical) channel models, this paper i) analyses a more realistic wireless scenario incorporating asymmetric radio channel characteristics, ii) provides guidelines on parameter settings (e.g. power, rate) to optimize performance, and more importantly iii) provides a vital extension integrating combining of relayed and direct signal (as well as CR).
To conclude, a method for bi-directional relaying has been proposed that allows two nodes to exchange data via a third relay node with merely three transmissions. Through analysis, where optimal power and rate allocations were determined, it was found that CBR offered up to 4/3 times higher sum-rate as compared to TBR under an aggregate energy constraint. A method enabling combining between the direct signal and a relayed composite packet was presented and evaluated. Finally, some extensions, e.g. multihop communication and cooperative relaying, were discussed.
APPENDIX
In this section, the omitted details of the CBR performance analysis are given. Now, going back to (6), it is noted that both the left and the right hand sides contains two conditions each, i.e. four different conditions in all. It proves helpful to visualize the regions where the four conditions apply. First, the right hand side of (6), which draws a plane in the PI, P2, P3 space, is (21) is of relevance, we start by noting from Fig. 4, that (21 a) is defined for a region that lies outside a region for which PI and P2must be confined within, due to (3) and P3 2 0 . That this is always the case can be observed from the intersection between (20a) and (20b). First, it is seen that when (20b) intersect the PI, P2 plane, the line goes through {3P/2,3P/2,0}. By inspection of (20b), it is also noted that the derivative ranges from +1 to -1, when Go C 0 .
Further, as GI < G2, the line defined by (20a) will pass below the {3P/2,3P/2,0} point. Thus, the intersection between (20a) and (20b) occurs outside the permitted range given by (3) . Now the intersection points for (21b), (21c) and (21d) are determined. To start with, the intersection between the lines defined by (21c), (21d) and (20a) can be solved by solving the system of equations (20a) and any of (21c) or (21d). The intersection point, also indicated in Fig. 4 , is It can be shown that P]({Pt')GI < Gj(nPtl), and therefore the global maximum is positioned in the region which (21c) is not defined. Hence, the maximum in the definition range of (21c) must lie at one of the end points, either at {3P/2,0,0} or at {P*, P2 }. Since (5) is a monotonically increasing function in PI and P2 , the maximum is positioned at {Pl, P2 }.
Repeating the same procedure for the line defined by (21d), a global maximum for (5) is found at the point 
Based on (25) and (20a) it is shown in a similar manner that as long as G > Go, then i{0P'2)C1> G2I2%°0t . Thus the global maximum (25) is positioned in a region where (21d) is undefined. Hence, the maximum for (21d) must lie at the end points of (21d), either at {Pj**,/%*} or at {F2, P2}. Since (5) is a monotonically increasing function in PI and P2, also here is the global maximum is found at {Pl, P2 }.
Finally, the global maximum of (5) 
The global maxima (26) is analyzed using the same procedure as above, and it is found that (22a) and (22b) are still the optimal operating points for CBR, i.e. given the assumptions and provided that GC > GCo
